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Framing the East with “The West”

By the 1920s, America’s “West” in all its guises was all but relegated to the annals of
history and the dime store novel. Long concerned with its own affairs, the Unites States was
forced out of its comfortable isolationism by the Great War. Wild West Shows were the last hold
outs of the romantic legend of how the west was won, but most had packed their tents for good
even before American involvement in the European conflict. Even an industrialized World War
could not completely erase the influence “The West” had on the American experience. As
institutions like the American Museum of Natural History and the Smithsonian began conducting
field expeditions across the globe, they relied on tried and true representations of indigenous
cultures to illustrate their expeditions to the public. The American Museum of Natural History’s
use of common western tropes to make the exotic Mongolian desert of the Central Asiatic
Expeditions recognizable to readers is an excellent example of using the familiar to describe
thing which were in reality quite unfamiliar.
The use of western imagery was not only used by institutions for official reports for the
board or the public, but expedition leaders, in this case Roy Chapman Andrews, also capitalized
on the readily recognizable aspects of the west to frame their own popular accounts of his
adventures while leading the expeditions. Andrews wrote scores of popular narratives regarding
his travels including several that specifically address his time in Mongolia. Titles such as Camp
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Trails in China, Across Mongolian Plains, On the Trail of Ancient Man, Ends of the Earth, The
New Conquest of Central Asia, This Business of Exploring, and Exploring with Andrews reflect
the strong American historical pattern or exploration, conquest, and travel writing.
Roy Chapman Andrews was born in Beloit, Wisconsin on January 26, 1884. Only about
two and a half years after the gunfight at the O.K. Corral, Andrews was part of that generation
that came of age at the turn of the century. Wisconsin was far enough from the west to be
relatively “civilized” by the time Andrews was exploring his local forests and waters. So
civilized was the town of Beloit that Charles Gallenkamp noted that, “His [Andrews] father,
Charles Ezra Andrews, was a native of Worthington, Indiana, who had moved to Beloit in 1873,
lured by the town’s reputation as a burgeoning industrial center”.1
The word “Civilization” to anyone with an adventurous spirit can often be equated with
“restriction”, “restlessness”, and “lost opportunity”. Self-proclaimed explorers like Andrews
never tend to stay in one place long and make very poor factory workers. His restlessness and a
feeling of being bigger than Beloit led Andrews away from his hometown as soon as he
graduated from the local college. His early life is largely nondescript. This is particularly due to
Andrews own style of self-promotion that he may have developed from growing up in full view
of Buffalo Bill Cody’s Wild West Shows. There is a lack of background in any of the numerous
memoir-esque books that Andrews had written throughout his career. On deeper investigation
Gallenkamp found the explanation behind the fact his autobiography, Under a Lucky Star,
contains less than a dozen pages on his life up to age twenty-one. According to Gallenkamp’s
research, this is because “no one but himself would give ‘a tinker’s damn’ about his boyhood”.2
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If Andrews learned anything from growing up in the period of Wild West Shows and
Buffalo Bill, it was to always be aware of his image. The conspicuous lack of early accounts of
Andrews’ life allowed Andrews to shape how he wished to be seen in the public eye. It is this
kind of mindset that would make him one of the most popular and recognizable characters of the
twentieth century. Like William Cody, Andrews, in addition to being constantly aware that the
world was watching him, also knew what it took to be successful. To be successful, in his mind,
meant surrounding yourself by the best and the brightest—what Cody would call the most
authentic. Even if the great things that were going on were not of his own hand, Andrews made
sure that his name was included somewhere on the roster. Such a skill would serve him well
when he began putting together the plans for the Central Asiatic Expeditions. The ability to tap
in to what the public wanted to see and mold himself to that image allowed Andrews to remain a
public force far after the expeditions were asked to leave Central Asia and not return.
His careful forging of his life is most evident during the last of the Central Asiatic
Expeditions before the unrest in China forced the area to become off limits to outsiders. This
may be due to its intense publications, in no small part to Andrews himself. Even as he offers
credit to the men that helped the expedition be successful, in the end, either intentional or not, the
glory nearly always goes to Andrews. He is most remembered at his height of exploration and
hardly ever for any of his responsibility duties as a zoologist, or as museum head. The
generalities of the expedition, similar to the generalities of the Wild West Show were a blur;
what everyone remembered was the leader of the expedition and the host of the show.
One central belief to the expeditions, as it was in many expeditions in the American West
was that Americans possessed far greater knowledge than the Chinese or Mongolians so it was
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their duty to take control of the land and the scientific data. In fact, when China insisted that all
things found on the expeditions remain in China and that at least half of the participants must be
Chinese, both Osborn and Andrews contemptuously refused. Their decision was backed by the
Museum. Andrews even titled his introductory volumes dealing with the expeditions as The New
Conquest of Central Asia. This title Raiger asserts, “Embodied the sense of priority, superiority,
and the right to take control of knowledge that characterized these expeditions.”3 Rainger ends
his chapter dealing with Osborn and the museums vices on this note: “Those explorations were
also the means for Americans, especially white Anglo-Saxon Protest Americans, to establish
their presence throughout the world. Osborn frequently touted Andrews not only for the
discoveries associated with the Central Asiatic Expeditions but also for his vision, courage, and
commitment in undertaking such a project. To Osborn, Andrews was an intrepid explorer who
served as a model of individual achievement and racial fulfillment.”4 Instances such as this
illustrate that not only were the images reflecting the American relationship with its own West
and now the Far East, but also the fact that many of the same ideologies for dealing with the
native cultures were still the same.
By looking more closely at a selection of Andrews’ reports to the museum and his
personal publications we can further see the influence of not only Buffalo Bill and the Wild West
Show, but the literary genre that grew out of the publicity of both—the dime store novel. The
museum reports from the field provide a glimpse into using the familiar to identify the
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unfamiliar, or in this case something new. The vocabulary of the west, both in print and images,
was the easiest way to describe the scenes stretched out before the expedition.
Books were the one thing that allowed Andrews to stay on top of his public domain.
During the height of the expeditions he continued to publish books in the popular presses almost
nonstop. Before 1916 and the start of the Central Asiatic Expeditions Andrews had published
only two works, both on Whales. During the Expeditions, collectively 1916-1929/30, Andrews
published twice that many. All four of these books dealt with the expeditions in some way. On
the Trail of Ancient Man was originally published serially in Asia Magazine between 1922 and
1924. The full compiled book was not published until 1926 when George Putnam convinced
Andrews that the public was extremely interested in his work. Andrews and Putnam’s
Knickerbocker Press continued to work together for another 2 decades.
Far from just Andrews playing cowboy on the expedition, the images of the expedition
itself reflect the American relationship with the West. The relationship between Mongolia and
the American West are framed almost immediately in Andrews’ book On the Trail of Ancient
Man. The map of the expedition shows Mongolia transposed over a map of the United States in
order to “show the comparative sizes” of the two countries. Mongolia is aligned vertically along
its own lines of latitude, only the east/west borders of the map were “chosen.” By aligning the
eastern border of Mongolia with the Great Lakes, almost all of the important sites of the Central
Asiatic Expeditions fall within modern North and South Dakota. These sites, as well as the
expedition trails almost perfectly mirror some of the most famous American expeditions into the
Dakota Territory in the 19th century. This image proves that not only is Mongolia “west” in the
sense of exploration and geography, but it was, in fact, a perfect transposition of the American
West.
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Several images of the expedition’s caravans, either by camel or later with Dodge
automobiles provide a sense of scale of the expeditions. The diminutive figures wind their way
through a seemingly endless expanse of sand and rock. If approached void of their Asian context
the landscapes would be hard, if not impossible, to verify them as not part of the American West.
These images recall the grand landscapes of the American West painted by Thomas Moran and
Albert Bierstadt. They also provide a method of orienting the viewer. Even with no experience of
the Mongolian desert such images recall life in the American West either because readers had
experience with them in life or in literature. Such images allow Andrews’ narrative to remain
true to his Asian expedition as well as provide an instant connection to the American West. They
are, in essence, authentic to both the reality of the East in Mongolia and the myth of the West in
America.
The images of native Mongolians that either work for the expedition or that the
expedition encounter resemble the photography of the Native Americans of the American West
both compositionally and topically. Andrews’ native assistant Merin is photographed in hard
three-quarters profile, or at Andrews’ side pointing the way or counseling the expedition’s leader
on the next appropriate course. Others show the indigenous people engaged in everyday
activities such as making felt for their yurts and collecting salt from a dry lake bet. Both are
described in the same manner as earlier accounts of American Indians preparing buffalo hides
and others collecting clay from the pipestone quarry. These images are especially important
within the context of On the Trail of Ancient Man because they strengthen the established
argument that early, prehistoric man would be discovered where primitive people still lived. That
the indigenous—and primitive—people of Mongolia could survive as a nomadic tribe
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completely reliant on the environment was proof of theory that the earliest ancestor of mankind
would be found in Mongolia.
Whether intentional or not, Andrews’ life continued to parallel that of Buffalo Bill after
the expeditions ended. Andrews continued to capitalize on his adventures long after the
American Museum expeditions returned from the desserts of Mongolia and the Palace in Peking.
Even as late as the 1950s Andrews published books recounting his days in the Mongolian desert.
As general public interest waned, he moved to a new audience—children. Viking Press first
published Quest in the Desert in 1950 and the book was in its seventh printing by 1966, six years
after Andrews’ death. The narrative is all adventure and Kurt Wiese’s illustrations harken back
to the turn of the century dime store novels and Wild West serials. Just as Andrews had picked
up Buffalo Bills mythic west when he was a child, he passed it along relatively unchanged half a
century later to a new generation. In essence there were only two real differences between
Cody’s West and Andrews’ East: Camels and automobiles had replaced horses, and Mongols had
replaced Indians. Given the examples seen here, the latter is less a difference than a transposition
of culture. In the end, the Mongols were Indians to Andrews. The Central Asiatic Expeditions
was one of the first, and one of the most prominent displays of foreign indigenous lands being
depicted as domestic Native Americans.
The images used in Quest in the Desert focus almost solely on the native aspect. There is
only one that shows an expedition member and he is trapped in the bed of an automobile filming
an antelope stampede. The rest of the images, which all accompany a new chapter are all native,
either Mongol or Chinese, sometimes violent attacks on one by the other. The viewer, like the
narrator, is ambivalent to the complexities between the cultures. There are also many depictions
of Andrews’ dog Wolf as he plays a large part in the narratives portrayed in the text. Wolf is so
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much a part of the story that “dogs” is the second of three search words filed with the book. The
other two are Archaeology and Gobi Desert. The Gobi ranks third. While the book is listed as
“fiction,” there is a marked effort to establish the authenticity of the events. It is worth quoting at
length:
“Most of these ‘adventures,’” wrote the author [Andrews], “happened to me or to some of
my friends. None of them are imaginary. About the only thing in the book that was
‘manufactured’ is the actual trapping of the snow leopard. Everything about the Lolos,
the Mosos, and the country and history is true. I hunted the black tiget just as the story is
told, only we didn’t get him. I killed a yellow tiger just as ‘Ken Lewis’ did. The natural
history—birds, andimal, reptiles—as mentioned in the book is all correct.”
Here Andrews accounts for authenticity within a book of fiction for children. Regarding his
earliest expedition to the Gobi in 1916/17 he maintains that even if all the stories are not fully
true from his point of view the natural history is authentic. This natural history also includes the
sections on the native people—the Lolos and the Mosos. Even in 1950 indigenous people, at one
with nature, are still part of natural history; their culture is still not removed from the
environment populated by the “birds, animals, [and] reptiles.”
What does all this have to do with western representation of indigenous cultures? In 2011
Jace Weaver’s article “The Red Atlantic” posited the argument for globalizing the world and
bringing native people out of the realm of anomaly. In response to Phil Deloria’s book Indians in
Unexpected Places, Weaver argues that “far from being marginal to the Atlantic experience,
Indians were, in fact, as central as Africans.”5 He further maintains that “Native resources, ideas,
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and peoples themselves traveled the Atlantic with regularity and became among the most basic
defining components of Atlantic cultural exchange.”6
Weaver’s book The Red Atlantic: American Indigenes and the Making of the Modern
World, 1000-1927 only serves to globalize the Atlantic world. The Pacific theatre, and
American interaction with indigenous cultures in the “Far East” began in earnest as Weaver’s
analysis comes to a close. The Central Asiatic Expeditions end in 1930, and the great explorers
and filmmakers of Pacific Southwest culture, Martin and Osa Johnson, were rising to their height
of fame during the same period. The Johnsons provided the public with many of the first moving
pictures of the inhabitants of places as exotic as Borneo, the Solomon Islands, and two different
productions involving cannibals. Their movies perpetuated the same ideologies with the same
vocabularies as Andrews’ books which were based on the Buffalo Bill Cody and the Wild West
Show model, especially the Ethnographic Congress portion of the Wild West circus-style shows
of the early 20th century.
With Weaver’s model and the plethora of images from the American Museum, Andrews’
popular books, and even the Johnson’s adventure films and books we have an opportunity to
truly globalize the world—both the Atlantic and Pacific “worlds”—in ways that remove not only
the anomaly of indigenous cultures from European contact, but make it impossible to separate
their cultural development with that of European history. The very fact that these historical
sources use the familiar to describe the new allows us to analyze exactly how they framed the
world around them in terms they could understand. Once we understand how they saw the West
and their relationship to it we can then extrapolate that onto the other indigenous cultures that
began to be part of the expanding American “sphere of influence” in the 20th century. By
6
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framing the east with the terms, images, and understanding of the west we are able to analyze a
much more nuanced history beyond the physical borders of North America that is important to
both American history and World History.
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Appendix

Figure 1 Roy Chapman Andrews in the Field (Source:
http://mongoliatravels.com/blog/2012/04/the-american-museum-of-natural-history-secondasiatic-expeditions-led-by-roy-chapman-andrews/ Accessed July 21, 2014)
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Figure 2 Andrews and his Native guide Merin
(Source: Andrews, On the Trail of Ancient Man, 181.

Figure 3 Map (Source: Andrews On the Trail of Ancient Man, viii.
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Figure 4 Caravan (Source: Andrews On the Trail of Ancient Man, 249)

Figure 5 Caravan (Source: Andrews, On the Trail of Ancient Man, 248)
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Figure 6 Merin (Source: Andrews On the Trail of Ancient Man, 86)
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Figure 7 Natives gathering salt
(Source: Andrews On the Trail of Ancient Man, 252)

Figure 8 Making Felt for their Yurts
(Source: Andrews On the Trail of Ancient Man, 152)
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Figure 9 Battlement Bluff, Flaming Cliffs
(Source: Andrews On the Trail of Ancient Man180)
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Figure 10 Caravan passing by Battlement Bluff, Flaming Cliffs (Source:
http://mongoliatravels.com/blog/2012/04/the-american-museum-of-natural-history-secondasiatic-expeditions-led-by-roy-chapman-andrews/ Accessed July 21, 2014)

Figure 11 Caravan passing by the native landowners (Source:
http://mongoliatravels.com/blog/2012/04/the-american-museum-of-natural-history-secondasiatic-expeditions-led-by-roy-chapman-andrews/ Accessed July 21, 2014)
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Figure 12 Wolf and a Village Scene (Source Andrews, Quest in the Desert, 24-25)

Figure 13 Camel Caravan (Source: Andrews, Quest in the Desert, 52-53)
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Figure 14 Murder in the Desert (Source: Andrews, Quest in the Desert, 108)
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Figure 15 Wolf (Source: Andrews, Quest in the Desert, 91)

